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For Mike Trok to pursue his avocation as a volunteer eagle handler, he must overcome what he

terms the “siren call” of Parkinson’s disease: “Not today. Just don’t go out today.”

He explains, “Parkinson’s has a way of wanting to draw you back, to make you a recluse, because

it’s harder to go out in public.”

Trok, 62, developed early-onset Parkinson’s disease at age 46, though he wasn’t diagnosed until

five years ago. The second most common neurodegenerative disease after Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s

disease (PD) stems from a loss of brain cells, or neurons, that help control body movements.

Symptoms include tremors, slowed movement, and impaired balance.

After pinning down the diagnosis, Trok’s neurologist, Paul Tuite, M.D., director of the University

of Minnesota’s Movement Disorders Center, suggested that Trok would be a good candidate for deep

brain stimulation (DBS). In this treatment, electrodes are

placed in an area of the brain responsible for motor

control and then connected by wires to a pacemaker-like

device implanted under the chest skin. Once activated,

the device delivers electrical impulses to the target area.

University DBS expert Aviva Abosch, M.D., Ph.D.,

performed Trok’s first surgery in November 2008. Trok

saw immediate and impressive results.

“Without electricity, my hand would literally be

bouncing off the table,” he says.

He underwent a second surgery in January to have

electrodes implanted on the other side of his brain, to

relieve symptoms on both sides of the body.

Trok appreciates how his team at the University

worked together. “I couldn’t ask for a better relationship

between the neurologist, the neurosurgeon, and the

person who programs the generators,” he says.

continued on page 2

Team Parkinson’s
University of Minnesota ramps up treatment and research program
to combat a debilitating neurodegenerative disease

Mike Trok saw immediate results after

his deep brain stimulation surgeries.
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A world-class team
Tuite and Abosch are just two of the leaders

in the University’s ramped-up program in

Parkinson’s disease treatment. Building on its

broad strengths in neurosciences, the University

has added top talents who are taking a variety

of approaches to understanding and treating

this chronic, progressive illness, which affects

about 1 million people in the United States.

Tuite arrived at the University in 1996 and

worked with Walter Low, Ph.D., and others on

one of the first clinical trials of DBS as well as

early trials of the drug rasagiline (Azilect®). He

balances his thriving clinical practice—he’s

known as the “go-to” neurologist in the Twin

Cities for early-onset PD—with research that

ranges from movement studies to clinical trials

of new medications. Tuite has collaborated with

colleagues in the University’s School of

Kinesiology to investigate the effects of PD on

hand control and other motor functions.

Tuite also has worked with scientists Gülin

Öz, Ph.D., and Shalom Michaeli, Ph.D., at the

University’s world-renowned Center for

Magnetic Resonance Research (CMRR) to study

the brain structure and chemistry of PD.

“I’m trying to connect the dots between the

clinic and the research,” Tuite says. “I’m helping

translate what we learn into patient care.”

Finding answers
Abosch has led the Department of Neuro-

surgery’s program in stereotactic and functional

neurosurgery since 2005. She performs about

two DBS surgeries a week, mainly for PD.

She’s also leading a study, funded by

medical device giant Medtronic, Inc., to learn

more about how the brain functions in response

to electrical stimulation.

Although researchers know that DBS works,

they aren’t sure exactly why. Abosch hopes to

learn more by listening to the way brain cells

communicate with one another, which she

hopes will help refine the DBS process and

create a new generation of devices so that more

patients may benefit from the therapy.

“You’re giving patients back their independ-

ence,” Abosch says. “It has a profound impact on

their quality of life.”

Still, she adds, “What DBS does is treat the

symptoms. What I hope Michael Lee will do is

find a cure.”

Michael Lee, Ph.D., came to the University

last June from Johns Hopkins University, where

he developed one of the first transgenic animal

models for PD—a mouse with a genetic

mutation that leads to Parkinson’s.

Lee’s achievement was inspired by the

discovery, about 10 years ago, of the first genetic
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mutation linked to PD, in a gene that codes for

production of a protein called alpha-synuclein.

After Lee introduced the mutant alpha-

synuclein gene into mice, they developed tremors

and other symptoms of PD. “Not only can you

study the progression of the disease [in these

animal models], but you can also try therapies

that you couldn’t try in humans,” Lee says.

Understanding the disease process at a

cellular level will open new routes to interven-

tion, he says. In the near term, this might mean

developing and testing compounds that target

the protein to keep it from accumulating (as

accumulation can disrupt the brain’s normal

functioning and lead to deterioration), testing

new therapy combinations, or finding new

biomarkers for early diagnosis. In the long term,

the goal is to detect PD 10 years before symptoms

appear and shut it down.

Partnering with Minnesota
The newest addition to the University’s

team is Jerrold Vitek, M.D., Ph.D., who will take

over as chair of the Department of Neurology in

July (see sidebar). He looks forward to tying these

pieces together to benefit people with Parkinson’s.

“There’s so much here,” he says. “I’d like to

facilitate collaboration across the disciplines

and expand that to involve more of the state

of Minnesota.”

He points to the many excellent clinical

centers around the state and the potential for

enrolling more patients into clinical trials at

the University.

Vitek envisions developing a stand-alone,

“one-stop shopping” specialty care facility for

people who have neurodegenerative diseases.

The clinic would offer easy access and a range

of services, including physical and occupational

therapy, clinical trials assessments, and medical

and psychological care. He also sees promise in

gene therapy and stem cell research.

For his part, Trok tries not to look too far

into the future.

“Parkinson’s patients, like the eagle, live for

the day,” he says. “I know that my Parkinson’s

may someday get me down—but not today.”

Jerrold Vitek, M.D., Ph.D., in July will

become the new head of the University of

Minnesota’s Department of Neurology.

Vitek, an internationally renowned

neurologist who specializes in the surgical

treatment of movement disorders, comes

to the University from the Cleveland Clinic,

where he directs its Neuromodulation

Research Center. Cleveland Clinic recruited

him from Emory University in 2004 to

expand and improve its program in deep

brain stimulation (DBS).

At Emory, Vitek was the site principal

investigator of the clinical trial that led to

the Food and Drug Administration’s approval

of DBS surgery for Parkinson’s disease. He is

also the principal investigator of one of only

two clinical trials funded by the National

Institutes of Health comparing the effect of

DBS in two specific areas of the brain, the

subthalamic nucleus and the internal

segment of the globus pallidus, for the

treatment of advanced Parkinson’s disease.

Vitek’s work has focused on a “bench

to bedside” approach to care—turning basic

science discoveries into meaningful new

treatments for people who have movement

and other neurological disorders. He runs a

large, interdisciplinary basic and clinical

research program at the Cleveland Clinic

and will be developing a similar program

at the University of Minnesota. His basic

research is directed at understanding the

pathophysiology of Parkinson’s disease and

dystonia as well as the mechanisms

underlying the therapeutic effect of DBS. His

clinical work is focused on the medical and

surgical care of patients with Parkinson’s

disease, dystonia, and tremor and the

application of DBS to treat these disorders.

Vitek’s move to Minnesota also offers

him a homecoming. He grew up on the Iron

Range and completed his undergraduate,

medical, and doctorate work at the University.

“We always wanted to come back to

Minnesota,” Vitek says of himself and his

wife. “More importantly, I’m very excited

about the job.”
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Ataxia research at the University of Minnesota

aims to bring hope and relief to 150,000 Americans

who suffer from the neurological disease, which

damages the cerebellum and affects coordination,

walking, swallowing, and other essential functions.

The most steadfast supporter of these

investigations is the Bob Allison Ataxia Research

Center (BAARC), an affiliate of the Minnesota

Medical Foundation.

In the past 20 years, BAARC has granted

$1.6 million to University researchers, who have

used the momentum built by that support to obtain

more than $28 million in funding from the National

Institutes of Health (NIH).

“No other funders come close [to BAARC] in

stimulating research on ataxia at the University,”

says Harry Orr, Ph.D., a lead ataxia researcher and

co-discoverer of the SCA-1 ataxia gene in 1993. “In

addition to funding early-stage research through

seed grants, they give ongoing support to our

ataxia clinic, which helps stabilize our finances.

They also recently generated funds for an endowed

faculty chair in translational science.”

BAARC assisted the early research of University

investigators Michael Koob, Ph.D., and Young

Yoon, Ph.D., who are seeking an effective

treatment for Friedreich’s ataxia, a form of the

disease caused by a deficiency of the protein

frataxin in cells of the cerebellum. Koob and Yoon

received a BAARC grant of $75,000 in 2008 to

explore a gene therapy that delivers frataxin to

ataxia-afflicted cells, and the researchers have

used the data from that initial study to draw a

substantial influx of support from other funders,

including the NIH.

Similarly, University researcher Gülin Öz, Ph.D.,

received a BAARC grant to support her novel

approach to ataxia investigation: using high-power

MRI scanners to detect minute cellular changes in

the cerebellum as they occur. After the BAARC

funding boosted her research, Öz obtained NIH

support for two studies to expand the use of

magnetic resonance spectroscopy in the early

detection of ataxia.

BAARC’s support spreads beyond the realm

of ataxia research alone. Its recent gift of $300,000

for the purchase of a high-end confocal microscope,

which allows researchers to see three-dimensional

images, benefits many scientists at the University.

“Things are much brighter because BAARC

has stepped forward to help us,” Orr says.
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BAARC funding builds momentum for crucial
research on ataxia and related diseases

You’ve heard the old adage that it’s better to

give than to receive. But through a charitable gift

annuity with the Minnesota Medical Foundation,

you can help advance world-class research and

care focused on brain, nerve, and muscle

disorders at the University of Minnesota while

you receive lifetime income and tax benefits.

A charitable gift annuity is a simple

contract that does not require the services of

an attorney. It provides a fixed annual payout,

which may be higher than what is earned

currently with certificates of deposit or money

market accounts.

Here are some examples for single life

charitable gift annuities:

Age 65 5.3% annual payout

Age 70 5.7% annual payout

Age 75 6.3% annual payout

Age 80 7.1% annual payout

To learn more about charitable gift annuities

and other planned giving opportunities, please

contact Cassidy K. Titcomb at 612-625-9613 or

1-800-922-1663 or at c.titcomb@mmf.umn.edu

or visit www.mmf.umn.edu/giftplanning.

A gift that
returns
the favor



Eric Newman, Ph.D.
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Neuroscientist looks for a brighter future for people
who have diabetic retinopathy

Karen Hsiao Ashe, M.D., Ph.D., Department of

Neurology, has been elected to the prestigious

Institute of Medicine, which is considered one of

the highest honors in the fields of health and

medicine. A world-renowned Alzheimer’s disease

researcher, Ashe directs the University’s N. Bud

Grossman Center for Memory Research and Care.

Walter Low, Ph.D., Department of Neurosurgery,

was named the 2009–10 holder of the Fesler-

Lampert Chair in Aging Studies. This endowed

chair supports scholars who wish to pursue an

aging-related research project. Low is studying

stem cell therapies for the aging brain.

John Ohlfest, Ph.D., Department of

Neurosurgery, was one of 10 University junior

faculty named McKnight Land-Grant Professors

for 2010–12. The award includes a research grant

for two consecutive years, summer support, and

a research leave in the second year. Ohlfest is

working to harness the precision of the immune

system to treat brain tumors.

Congratulations to faculty on new honors

For many people with diabetes, vision loss

is a major concern. A condition called diabetic

retinopathy, which can affect people with type 1

and type 2 diabetes, results when blood vessels

in the eye’s retina are damaged. It can lead to

gradual vision loss and, eventually, blindness.

The retina, considered part of the central

nervous system, is a layer of tissue at the back

of the eye that transforms light into electrical

impulses that are sent to the brain, which

interprets the signals as the images we see.

Normally, light causes the retina’s blood

vessels to dilate, bringing extra oxygen and

glucose to active retinal cells to keep them healthy

and functioning properly, explains University of

Minnesota neuroscientist Eric Newman, Ph.D.

But with disease, light doesn’t cause dilation or

increase blood flow, and the retina doesn’t get

the nutrients it needs.

Newman, a Distinguished McKnight

University Professor, has studied how neurons

communicate with blood vessels to cause dila-

tion and how that process goes awry in disease.

His lab has used a rat model to show that the

retina’s light-evoked blood vessel dilation is lost

after seven months with diabetes—evidence of

diabetic retinopathy in progress.

Now Newman wants to discover whether it’s

possible to reverse this loss of blood vessel

response using chemical inhibitors.

Newman’s research has been funded by the

National Institutes of Health for nearly three

decades. And in March, he received word that

he’ll be receiving another four-year, $1.51 million

grant to support the next steps in his diabetic

retinopathy work. Additional grants from the

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of

2009 and Minnesota Medical Foundation are

supporting these studies.

So far Newman’s team, which includes

graduate students Anusha Mishra and Anja

Srienc, has analyzed the retinas of diabetic rats

by removing them and examining them under

a microscope. He now plans to test whether

chemical inhibitors can reverse the loss of blood

vessel response in live rats.

The research testing whether chemical

inhibitors can slow vision loss caused by

diabetic retinopathy is still in an early stage,

Newman emphasizes, and is likely years away

from any treatment for humans. Still, its

potential is exciting.

“Potentially, if you can restore the vascular

response, you might be able to slow down or

limit the damage [caused by the disease],”

Newman says.



The Medical Biosciences Building—a

new home for 210 University of Minnesota

researchers focused on Alzheimer’s disease,

neurodegenerative and neuromuscular

diseases, and the immune system—opened

its doors December 1.

The $79.3 million, 115,000-square-

foot building is part of the University’s

Biomedical Discovery District, the result of

a $292 million funding program approved

by the Minnesota Legislature in 2008.

The Medical Biosciences Building is

meant to bring together brain researchers

in a state-of-the-art physical space to foster

collaboration on new treatments and cures

for some of today’s most devastating health

conditions.

The spring issue

of the Medical Bulletin,

the University of

Minnesota Medical

School’s magazine,

features in-depth

articles on muscular

dystrophy and pain

research. Check

them out online at

www.mmf.umn.edu/

bulletin or request

a copy by calling

612-625-1440.

Save the date
Mark your calendars for these events, which

benefit research and care at the University

of Minnesota focused on brain, nerve, and

muscle disorders:

May 15

Walk for Mental Health Research
French Regional Park, Plymouth, Minnesota

June 14

Karen’s Hope Ataxia Benefit
Oak Marsh Golf Course, Oakdale, Minnesota

August 1

JoAnn Ciecierski Memorial
Golf Tournament for Ataxia
Rogue’s Roost Golf Course, Bridgeport, New York

October 5

Curt’s Classic
Crystal Lake Golf Club, Lakeville, Minnesota

For more information about these events,

please contact Shannon Birge Laudon

of the Minnesota Medical Foundation at

612-626-3186 or s.birge@mmf.umn.edu.

Alzheimer’s researcher Karen Hsiao Ashe, M.D., Ph.D.,

cuts the ceremonial ribbon at the Medical Biosciences

Building opening, while scientist Harry Orr, Ph.D., and

Medical School Dean Frank Cerra, M.D., look on.

Sign up for

e-updates
Join our mailing list at www.mmf.umn.

edu/subscribe to receive e-updates with

the latest news about brain, nerve, and

muscle diseases from the University

of Minnesota.
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Local boxing legend faces a new foe: ALS

the LINE UP
News from the Bob Allison Ataxia Research Center

Minnesota boxing legend Scott LeDoux

faced world champion Muhammad Ali in the

ring in 1977. Today, LeDoux is fighting an even

fiercer opponent—amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,

the neurodegenerative illness also known as

Lou Gehrig’s disease.

“Boxing is a physical fight,” says LeDoux.

“ALS is an emotional fight.”

LeDoux and his wife, Carol, called for support

of University of Minnesota research in ALS and

other brain, nerve, and muscle disorders at the

2010 Diamond Awards in January.

The event—a team effort of the Bob Allison

Ataxia Research Center (an affiliate of the

Minnesota Medical Foundation), Minnesota

Twins, and Twin Cities chapter of the Baseball

Writers Association of America—holds a special

meaning for the LeDouxs.

One day many years ago, after Scott LeDoux

had lost a fight, he went to the locker room and

put a towel over his head. He felt terrible. Soon

the locker room became quiet, and he lifted the

towel covering his face.

“Nobody else was there except for Bob

Allison,” LeDoux says.

LeDoux asked Allison why he hadn’t left like

everyone else. Allison told him that people don’t

need friends when they’re winning. “He said,

‘people need people after they lose a game,’”

LeDoux recalls.

That special connection with Allison is

just one of the reasons the LeDouxs have

become advocates for neurodegenerative

disease research at the University. Another is

LeDoux’s neurologist, John Day, M.D., Ph.D.,

who is also a researcher. The LeDouxs hope

that raising awareness and funding for the

University’s innovative work will knock out

these devastating diseases for good.

“We’re here because we hope, and we’re

here to help those without hope,” Carol LeDoux

says. “The importance of research is vital.”

Diamond Awards raises nearly $205,000
for University research and care

Thanks to everyone who helped make the fifth

annual Diamond Awards a success. This year’s event,

held January 28 at the Hilton Minneapolis, attracted

more than 500 guests and raised nearly $205,000

for neurodegenerative and neuromuscular disease

research and care at the University of Minnesota.

In addition to the funds raised by registrations

and sponsorships before the event, a special

appeal by Betty Allison Kaplan, Bob Allison’s widow,

raised more than $13,000 at the awards dinner

that evening.

Check out more
photos from the event
by becoming a fan
of Diamond Awards
on Facebook® at
www.facebook.com/
MinnesotaDiamond
Awards.

Above: Carol and

Scott LeDoux

Left: Twins players

Justin Morneau and

Michael Cuddyer
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University of Minnesota and Minneapolis

VA Medical Center researchers have identified

a biological marker in the brains of people

exhibiting post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

The research, published January 20 in the

Journal of Neural Engineering, used a noninvasive

technology called magnetoencephalography

(MEG) to measure magnetic fields in the brain.

The technology appears to be able to objectively

diagnose the disease—something conventional

brain scans such as X-rays, CT scans, and MRIs

have failed to do.

With more than 90 percent accuracy,

researchers were able to differentiate people

who have PTSD from control subjects using

MEG. They also were able to judge the severity

of a person’s disease.

The MEG technology has 248 sensors

that record neural interactions in the brain

millisecond-by-millisecond, much faster than

current methods of evaluation such as

functional magnetic resonance imaging, which

takes seconds to record.

“These findings document robust differences

in brain function between the PTSD and control

groups that can be used for differential diagnosis

and which possess the potential for assessing

and monitoring disease progression and effects

of therapy,” says Apostolos Georgopoulos, M.D.,

Ph.D., who led the study with Brian Engdahl, Ph.D.

The ability to objectively diagnose PTSD is

the first step toward helping those afflicted with

this severe anxiety disorder. PTSD often stems

from war but can result from exposure to any

psychologically traumatic event.

Georgopoulos’s and Engdahl’s success in

detecting PTSD using MEG follows success in

detecting other brain diseases, such as

Alzheimer’s disease and multiple sclerosis,

using MEG.
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